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One of the most valuable treasures of the Turkish history is, undoubtedly is the Epic of Oguz Kagan or Oguz-nâme in another words. The Oguz-nâmes, which created an essential history and culture element in its contents, describes the conquests of the Turkish historical epic hero and the emperor Oguz Kagan. For that reason, it is benefical to underline the identity of Oguz Kagan who has the lead role in the Oguz Kagan epics.
Who is this Oguz? A hero from the epic or is he a real person lived in the past? Many experts have tried to answer this question and some of them have accepted that he is the great yabgu of hunnish Börü Tonga (Mo-tun) whereas some say that he is a prophet sent to the Turks. Actually each group has right for their point of views.
In history, our oldest goverment established has been the Hun state so far known. One of the most mighty and most well-knwon emperors of the Turkish history is Börü Tonga (Mo-tun)Yabgu who brought this Hun State to the top and who laid the foundations of the states that The Turkish ancesty coming after him established (B.C. 209-174) . His father chose his brother after him for the empry 1 and he got into action with a divison under his rule and killed his father during a battue and he undertook the management of the Turks (B.C 209). Mo-tun, who re-organized the government organization, defeated Tung-hu as they demand lands all the time from them 2 . Börü Tonga (Mo-tun), who coordinated the government organization has defeated Tung-hu's as they have asked for ground continuously,3 and 1 We know that Börü Tonga's (Mo-tun) father Tuman sent him as an hostage to Yüeh-chi and he managed to escape somehow and because of his heroic act he was given a divison (See, B.Ögel, Büyük Hun İmparatorluğu Tarihi, Vol. I, Ankara 1981, p.208) .
2 As soon as Chinese sources begin giving information about the Hun State they legandarily narrate a struggle between a father and a son. However, in Chinese history, real event are generally confused with myths. With the establishment of Hun State a force which will keep the China in a threat has been born. The Chinese pointed out this new state and they tell the events which are half legendary about the ruler with a great care and increasing excitement. But the reality is that a kagan named Börü Tonga (Mo-tun) in B.C 2 century, would came and took rhe control of the Asia. The events told about Börü Tonga (Mo-tun) and his father may be the adaptaion of an event to Mo-tun happened thousands of years ago. See he has also defeated Yüeh-chi's in B.C 2034. As it is known the life of Börü Tonga ( Mo-tun) has been described in a very colorful way in the chiese documents. These stories in the chinese documents are one of the first epic materials belonging to Turks.
After Mo-tun achieved the political authority in Asia, he started invasions towards Chinese domain and he easily went beyond the Chinese Wall. He even comprassed (B.C 201) Vol. 24, Ankara 1976, p.68-70. As for Chinese sources, he managed to get away from the ruler Börü Tonga (Mo-tun) by a different way. This was so humiliating and banal that it had been banished by the Chinese Governmet to mention about this. When the Chines emperor who was besetted understtod that his end was coming, he sent one of his men whom he trusted probebly with the pictures of China's most beautiful girls and princesses. This man said to the dame that: "You caused trouble to our emperor but now the emperor wants to send these ladies to Khan". In this way he raised the jealousy of the dame and she suggested Börü Tonga (Mo-tun) abolish the blockade (See, Ögel, i.b., p.404-420).
6 Börü Tonga (Mo-tun) sent another threatening letter to China before Yabgu had died. As far as we learn from this letter that he was busy with binding the Central Asia and the west. He took the control of the tribes which were eligible to use weapons (arrow and bow) and made them Huns (See, Watson, i.b., p.167-168; Ögel, Büyük Hun..., p.435-442). See for further information, S.Gömeç, "Türk Tarihinin Kahramanları: 1-Motun Yabgu", Orkun, Number 48, Ġstanbul 2002.
7 As usual, Western scientists have a general tendancy that whatever belongs to Turks, they want to attribute it to a foreign source. For that reason we don not find it strange that they claim that this degree may come from the China (For this see, P.B.Golden, Türk Halkları Tarihine Giriş, Trans. O. Karatay, Ankara 2002, p.47-53) .
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Korea in the east, to the Aral Sea in the west, to the upper channels of Yenisey (Enesey/Anaçay) and to the north of India in the South.
As it can be seen, no one can deny the importance of this great Turk kagan in the history. Börü Tonga (Mo-tun) is not only important for Turkish history but also for the Central Asia folks. He contributed to the extinction of many states and helped the shapening of Asia. It is of course imposible to forget such a dignified person. This individual who has earned a place in the Turks' mind and his service have got about and they also lived by the writings. For that reason we can not ignore the opinion that Oguz and Börü Tonga (Motun) might be the same person..
Apart from that, we also know that prophets have been sent to humankind to find the right way by God. And we also know that there had been sent a prophet to each clans and the number of them are numerous. Especially, in the versions of Oguz epistles which have Islamic characteristics, Oguz's connection with a religion (muslimism is foreground here) strengthenes the possibility of his being a prophet. In the history, a prophet named as Oguz and his struggle he made with his nation of which he was a member, in order to spread his religion may turned into a heroic epic! As the battles and the events Muhammad went through while he was trying to spread the islam have been narrated in the form of heroic stories in a fancy writing, why do not we think the same thing for Oguz?
At this point we must underline another point; the name of Börü Tonga's sons' names. As it is known Tengri Kut (not the son of god like Chinese perception) Börü Tonga (Mo-tun), when died in 174 B.C his son Kök (Ki-ok in chinese) took his place. After this person whom he liked his father very much, his son Kün-içen (Chün-ch'en in chinese) became the ruler in the Turkish state in 160 B.C. We want you to pay attention to Tengri Kut Börü Tonga's (Mo-tun) son's and grand-son's names in real life. According to our binding, one of them is Kök and the other is Kün. That is, the names of two rulers' coming after Börü Tonga (Mo-tun), are the same with Oguz's two of the children in the Oguz epic. It must be a clue, which cannot be ignored about the similarity between Oguz and Börü Tonga (Mo-tun).
There is something last we want to point out about this discussion. In the beginning of the 5th century, the ruler of the Europe Huns was called as Yılduz Kagan. It is thought that he is the son or the grand-son of Balam-er. First and above all, the name Yılduz is the By the way, it is also benefical to emphasize Oguz society at this point. We come acroos the name Oguz calling a person in the epics. However, there is also an ethnic community Oguzs or Turkmens, which is an important part of Turkish society.
There have been many studies done about the ethnical structure of Oguz so far, who has been accepted as one of Turkish Bodun in the masterpieces of Turkish history, Köl Tigin and Bilge Kagan inscriptions. The general view is that Oguz means "the unity of arrows",which means tribe9.
Altough some intellectuals claim that Kok Turk khans arose from Oguz, we think that this is still a suspicuos thought. That is to say, we do not have enough information about the Börülü's ancestry is Oguz. The sentence is the tablets: "Tokuz Oguz bodun kentü bodunım erti"10, is not enough to prove that Turkish Khans are also from Oguz society and it is also possible to comment this sentence as : "Oguz people also belong to me". It is also said the Oguz to have been the clan of Tölös11 which arose the clan of Tölös12. Oguz, indeed may 
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have been a unity of tribes in order to protect their lives like Altı Bag Bodun13, which we see in the sources written in Kök Turkish when the Turkish state was going through chaos (this may also be in Huns period).
What we have learned from the tablets so far shows that the name Oguz is used on its own and it also lives under the unities which described in different numbers. In the inscriptions written in the Kok Turkish we see the Oguz as Tokuz (Nine) Oguz, Üç (Three) Oguz, Altı (Six) Oguz and Sekiz (Eight) Oguz. This brings the question: Did all these fedarations exist in the same era? If we look at the inscriptions, before Uighurs came into power Oguz were Tokuz Oguz. However, we learn from the ġine Usu Inscription in Uighur period that there was a tribe called as Sekiz Oguz in the era of Uighur. In additon to this, there mentioned the war of Üç Oguz in the Inscription of Bilge Kagan. In that case, all these fedarations existed in the seventh and in the ninth century 14 . Nevertheless, in some texts from the tenth century we learn the existance of an Oguz Öge with his twnety-four generals. So it means that, Oguz constituted an alliance as a twenty-four tribe shape in the beginning of the tenth century15. But at this point it should be reminded that the number of Oguz fedaratinos in the inscriptions is twenty-six. But, today it is known that the Oguz belong to twenty-four tribes and they are divided into two groups; Boz Oks and Üç Oks. As it is seen the number of twentysix confirmed in the tablets is short of the two members of twenty-four tribes in the tenth century. What we think about this matter is that: throughout the centuries many tribes joined in and left from the Oguz fedaration. And in the tenth century the fedaration got its last shape. After all these explanations, maybe there is no problem with saying that the Oguz came from the Tölös clans and from Turkish ancestries.
From the ınscriptions of Kok Turkish we determine the location of Oguz's homeland in the east of Selenge. According to islamic geographers it is said that Guz (Oguz) coming from the 12 V. Barthold 
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ancestry of Yafes located in the shores of Bulgarians. However, this information belongs to a later period and the beginning of Oguz's heading for the west happened after the second half of the eighth century16.
Similar to Kok Turk period, there is the rebellinos of Oguzs in the Uighur period. For that reason they are a very interesting Turkish tribe. They even dissented the family states that they themselves established. We do not come across any information about the Oguz in the Kok Turkish inscriptions after the second half of the eighth century. And this shows us that they moved towards the west. Oguz who came to areas of Sir Derya in general, they kept a new country by displacing Peçeneks into farther west. The struggle between Oguz and Peçenek in the Oguz Kagan epic probably has the evidence of this period. The Islamic sources record that there had been a yabgu as an authority in Oguz and their capital was Yengı-kent. This city includes the steppes between the rivers of Irtis and Itil and it contains the areas of Sir Derya and Ust-Yurt in the south17.
It is said that the Oguz was very powerful in the tenth century and there had been the role of Turk-Oguz's in the struggle between Arabic governors characteristically and is said the majority of them to be in the belief in Mani18.
The Oguz, who came to Anatolia and Syria in large groups in the beginning of the eleventh century, caused very important developments in the history of the world. After accepting the Islam, the Oguz had been started to call as Turkmen. The Oguz, who established their first great empire in the history based on the Kınık clan the Selçuk State, had influence for the weakening of the Selçuk ancestry and after that they delivered the authority to Kayı through the Osmanlı (Otoman) Dynasty. Moreover, being the leader of Turk and Islam world for six hundred years they were also entitled to be one of the powerful countries in the world.
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Now we want to emphasize the epic and the Oguz Kagan epics. The epics which come into existance in the course of time, include many mythological elements later on. The epics which are one of the most important remainings of the Turkish language and literature, has the characterictis of the source for the Turkish history. The epics begin with the appearance of Turkish people's in the history field and in our literature, which has been developing so far, it is seen as a most frequently mentioned kind. In the large timetable by means of history or the elements it takes, it means a story of life. The epics are poetical works equipped with national ideals. These epics continuing for ages symbolize the national spirit. It is witnessed that many contries have made up epics in order to keep the national spirit alive and even to create the national history. Today the survival of Persian community as a tirbe entirely depens on the ġehname written by Firdevsi who is their national poet. It should not be forgotten that heroism, religion, virtue, and all the good and the bad things that a society went through also have an effect to the development of the epics.
We can call Turkish epics as some kind of folk history. Apart from the different responses of the word "epic" in Turkish idioms written as "olonho, ölön, koĢug, yır, cır, sab, irtegi, comok etc.", this term which came from the Persian language to us might mean "story, tale, legend, history, event, adventure, quest, anectode, sermon, poetical story, biography, rumor and old heresay". And the ones who read the epics with insturements or lutes and the ones who collected epics were called conditionally as "ozan, bakĢı, yırçı, comokçu, manasçı, oyun and kam".
The first scientist who worked on the turkish epics is Ziya Gökalp. A poem that he wrote titled as "The Turkish Flood", which appeared in a weekly magazine published for children formerly, is a changed version of The Oguz Kagan epic. Later on, Z.Velidi Togan tried to classify our epics with his knowledge of the geography and the idioms where the idioms existed; he also took the advantage of standing among them and he enlightened some dark points.
It is agreed that in order to the existance of a national epic there must be three milestones:
1-National poets tell the adventurous lives of an legendary society which occured in various periods in little pieces.
2-An event which considering the the whole society, gather these various epic pieces around one center.
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3-In the end, there happened a civil movement in the society and a foresighted national poet collects these pieces and creates the national epic.
There was also some studies for the epics in order to shape them in verse style. And the ones who made this were; Ziya Gökalp as we mentioned before, Rıza Nur and Basri Gocul. Rıza Nur who formed the Oguz Kagan epic in verse style produced a great work passing 6100 lines19. Finally, one of the people who also made this study was N.Yıldırım Gençosmanoğlu20.
Today we have many Oguz-epistles which belong to different geographies, to different people and to different Turkish tribes. But the one real thing is that; all their origins is the same. Nowadays, as the source of Oguz Kagan epic which was put into writing, it is accepted the "Tarih-i Oguzân ve Türkân" part which is in the second book of "Cami'üt-Tevarih" written by Ilkhanid Vizier ReĢideddin. Although he celebrates Turkish historians while mentinoing about the Oguz Kagan epic, this shows that he also relies on a source. What is important in here for us is that, the rising Turkish consciousness in the Ilkhanid palace. In this respect we have some Oguz Kagan epics. We can arrenge them in numbers by referring the late Z.V.Togan as:
1-The manuscript of the Oguz history whcih was copied when ReĢideddin was still alive and decoreted with miniatures and which was taken into the book of Hafız Abru named as Mücmal atTevarih is recorded in treasury 1653 in the Topkapı Palace.
2-The version of the same work which was copied when ReĢideddin was alive and recorded in the treasury 1654 was also decoreted with miniatures but some of its pages are missing.
3-The edition of the same work which is in Ahmet III library in the Topkapı Palace and which is numbered as 2935 was multiplied for the library of Ulug Beg. 10-The Oguz epic of Yazıcıoğlu in the beginning of the work "Tevarih-i Al-i Selçuk"22.
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11-The work of Devadari, who is a Memluk historian in the 14th century, named as "Dürerü't-Tican" the Oguz Kagan epic is in hand.
12-There is a Oguz Kagan epic written by Salar Baba in the sixteenth century23.
13-Again in the sixteenth century there is a short Oguzepistle in the introduction of the NeĢri history 24 .
14-There is another Oguz-epistle written by Andalıp who is one of the poets of the seventeenth century25.
15-There is also an Oguz-epistle in the work of Imami written in the seventeenth century.
16-There found an Oguz-epistle in Kazan in 1998 that the exact issue of it was made in Turkey26.
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17-The Oguz epic of Seyyid Lokman belongs to the sixtennth century.
18-There exists a damaged Oguz-epistle in the "Düsturnâme" by Enverî27.
However, apart from them we believe that there are Oguzepistles in different places and in different works.
Among them the Oguz-name written in the Uighur letters, carries the motifs belonging to pre-islamic period. This verison of Oguz-epistle is more plain than others. All the events develop around the Oguz. But, the others reflect the features of a creation legend with the history of Çingiz, the history of Selçuk and the history of the Ottoman State fromtime to time.
It may be useful to emphasize the points below after what we have mentioned so far:
1-Oguz Kagan is most probably Börü Tonga (Motun)Yabgu.
2-We can confirm some of Oguz's children in the historic documents. That is to say they had ruled in real sense.
3-The organization of the Oguz tribe might have developed in ages and the tribe must have taken its last form in the tenth century.
4-For us, while analyzing the Oguz-epistles, first of all the Uighur Turkish copy which has the pre-islamic characteristics in itself must be used as base.
